Alexander Pope's epitaph for Isaac Newton was: Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in night:
God said, "Let Newton be!" and all was light. i The same could be said of Paul Samuelson. Many principles of economics were hidden in obscure verbiage of previous generations; he reformulated and extended them with crystal clarity in the language of mathematics. The citation for his Nobel Prize read: "for the scientific work through which he has developed static and dynamic economic theory and actively contributed to raising the level of analysis in economic science".
ii He left his mark on most fields of economics. He launched new fields, and revolutionized stagnant fields. And he spanned this amazing breadth without the least sacrifice of depth in any of his endeavors.
If the depth of Samuelson's research resembles Newton's, the volume of his output rivals Bach, Picasso, or Trollope. In every one of the eight decades since the 1930s, he made fundamental contributions that enlightened, corrected, and challenged the rest of us. His collected works in seven massive volumes comprise 597 items. He firmly believed that it was a scientist's duty to communicate his knowledge to the profession;
that it was "a sin not to publish" (Samuelson 1982 (Samuelson [1986 , 98).
iii He molded several generations of graduate students at MIT and researchers throughout the profession. His introductory textbook guided the thinking of millions throughout the world; it was instrumental in spreading the Keyensian revolution; it was a model that all subsequent textbooks followed. His advice to presidents and his popular writings helped shape policy. More than anyone else in the latter half of the twentieth century, Samuelson changed the way economists think and write.
His deeds have not gone unsung. The Festshrift volume following the conference to celebrate his 65th birthday (Brown and Solow 1983 ) took a very unusual form; ten authors, themselves stellar, reviewed his contributions to, and his influence on, ten different major fields of economics. A second Festschrift resulting from the celebration of his 90th birthday (Szenberg, Ramrattan and Gotesman 2006) Foundations of Economic Analysis in 1947. He described this book as "thrice-blessed" (Samuelson 1986 (Samuelson a [1986 , 802) --it won him Harvard's David A. Wells dissertation prize and the American Economic Association's first Clark Medal, and was a major factor in his being awarded the Nobel Prize.
He started as an Instructor at Harvard in Fall1940, but within a month left for an assistant professorship at MIT. The reasons, according to Breit and Ransom (1982, 110) , included his "youth, brash personality, and Jewish background." Harvard was certainly anti-semitic in those days; it had an upper-bound quota for Jewish students, and very few Jewish faculty members. Many in Harvard's economics department, especially the chairman Harold Burbank, were also anti-mathematics. Samuelson (1983 a, 11) himself makes it seem a very simple decision: "I left Harvard in 1940 for the same reason that James Tobin left it in 1950: I got a better offer." He also quotes advice from his revered teacher E. B. Wilson: "Until you leave home, he said in effect, you are a boy." However, he also hints that renewal of his temporary Harvard instructorship was unlikely: "I never (Samuelson 1947, henceforth just Foundations) treats many topics in economic theory, but its most pervasive themes are the mathematics of constrained optimization and its implications for refutable hypotheses concerning behavior. Samuelson himself attached primary importance to these themes.
CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION AND CHOICE

Samuelson's Foundations of Economic Analysis
His Nobel Prize lecture (Samuelson 1970 (Samuelson [1972 ) begins: "The very name of my subject, economics, suggests economizing or maximizing" and continues, with many illustrations and digressions, "a maximum formulation permits one to make clear-cut inferences about a complicated system involving a large number of variables." He regarded this as the essential requirement of a scientific theory: it should have implications --Samuelson calls them "meaningful theorems" --that then become testable hypotheses. (1) the own substitution effect is negative, (2) cross-substitution effects are symmetric, (3) the envelope theorem, and (4) the Le Chatelier Principle.
Of these, the last two have very broad applicability, and bear a formal restatement, especially because Houthakker's (1983) essay on consumption theory in the Brown and is sufficiently differentiable, and that the optimal choices are unique functions of the parameter,
The principle is valid far more generally, but the simpler setting will suffice to convey the basic ideas. Figure 1 shows the resulting maximized value application to consumer theory comes from considering the problem of minimizing the expenditure needed to achieve a given utility level: 
In other words, the own substitution effect for any commodity has smaller magnitude (and negative sign) when the quantity of some other commodity is fixed than when it can also be varied to minimize expenditure. Roughly speaking, a quantity constraint on the consumption of any one commodity reduces (in numerical magnitude) the price elasticity of demand for any other commodities. This is true regardless of whether the two commodities are substitutes or complements.
This is an example of the Le Chatelier Principle in economics. While the other three theorems developed above existed in some form before Samuelson in the work of Slutsky, Hicks, and Allen, he should get the sole credit for this principle. He named it by analogy with thermodynamics, where the effect of a change in the volume of a body of gas on its pressure is less when the temperature is held constant than when entropy is held constant and the temperature is allowed to adjust and equilibrate with the surroundings.
I am not saying that Foundations derives these theorems so slickly; my exposition has benefitted from much subsequent development of duality theory by McFadden and others. But many elements of this approach are to be found in Foundations and in Samuelson's later work, particularly his 1953 Samuelson's later work, particularly his [1966 paper discussed below in the section on international trade.
The thermodynamics analogy prompts two remarks. First, Samuelson's "revered teacher of mathematical economics and statistics" during his Harvard years, E. B.
Wilson, had been the "favorite student" of Willard Gibbs, the theoretical physicist, physical chemist and mathematician (Samuelson 1983, 11) . Gibbs was renowned for developing the theory of thermodynamics as an equilibrium system with many interrelated variables, and characterizing how the whole equilibrium changes when some exogenous conditions (parameters) change. This perspective of equilibrium and its comparative statics pervades much of Samuelson's thinking.
Second, Samuelson's scientific philosophy, with its insistence on using theory to derive refutable implications or meaningful theorems, shows some influence of logical positivism. But it goes beyond that into the methodological position of "operationalism"
developed by the 1946 physics Nobel laureate Percy Bridgman. For Bridgman, entities can only be defined through the operations by which they are measured. For example, "temperature" is defined by the result of measurement using a thermometer. This perspective made Samuelson a dedicated ordinalist. He could see no way in which measurement on a consumer's behavior could lead to a measurement of utility; therefore cardinal utility was simply undefinable. Throughout his life he persisted in reexamining situations that seemed to call for cardinal utility, such as choices under risk, to recast them using measurable alternatives like "risk-corrected certainty equivalents" (Samuelson 1997 (Samuelson a b [2011 ).
Samuelson's theory of revealed preference --how a consumer's whole preference relation, or indifference map, can be inferred to any desired level of accuracy by observing his choices for sufficiently many configurations of prices and incomes --can be thought of as the mirror-image of his insistence on using utility maximization subject to the budget constraint to derive meaningful theorems on choice. He went a long way on this path, but it remained for Houthakker (1950) 
where the dot denotes the inner product. (In words, if at prices 1 the consumer could have afforded quantities 2 but by his choice revealed quantities 1 to be preferable, and so on, then at prices € n he could not have afforded quantities 1.) He proved that it ensures recovery of a consistent preference relation from observed choices. Samuelson (1950 Samuelson ( , [1966 ) in turn completed Houthakker's analysis in the continuous formulation, establishing the symmetry of cross-substitution effects as the "integrability" condition that yields an ordinal utility function from demand functions. For many years these ideas remained mostly at the conceptual level, but work by Varian and others, described in Varian (2006) , has brought it to the empirical and applied realms. (Samuelson 1970 (Samuelson [1972 , 4-5) carefully states the "as if" nature of the theory, drawing analogy with the least action principle in physics. He recognized that there are important parts of economics "that can in no useful sense be related to a maximum problem" (Samuelson 1970 (Samuelson [1972 , 13). And he declared:
"I am primarily a theorist. But my first and last allegiance is to the facts" (Samuelson 1983 (Samuelson b [1986 , 791). Therefore I believe that he would have welcomed new findings on how people actually make choices. But he would have insisted on the same standards of rigor and testing as in any empirical work; he would have resisted the tendency to accept every new claim made by some behavioristas, based on results from a few experiments where small and highly selected samples of subjects make choices in an artificial and unfamiliar structured environment, often influenced by what they think the experimenter expects of them.
GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM AND WELFARE ECONOMICS
Samuelson's interest in general equilibrium was primarily in specific contexts such as international trade, finance, or life-cycle saving. He saw few operational implications in the abstract system or structure that stood behind these specific applications. He did, however, have full command of the structure, and its implications for efficiency and welfare properties. This is perhaps best seen in his masterly RAND memorandum (Samuelson 1949 (Samuelson a [1966 ), which exposits linear and dynamic programming from an economist's perspective of constrained maximization, efficient quantity choices and their dual supporting prices. The chapter on welfare economics in Foundations also rests on solid foundation of general equilibrium thinking.
A minor but interesting example of his grasp of general equilibrium can be seen in his comment (Samuelson 1972 (Samuelson [1986 He saw from the earliest days that trade theory and general equilibrium theory were very closely linked, and that the linkages flowed both ways. The opening sentence of one of his earliest publications (Samuelson 1938 (Samuelson b [1966 ) is: "Historically the Jumping ahead, Samuelson (2004 Samuelson ( [2011 ) used a Ricardian model and numerical examples to illustrate how a trading country's welfare can go down if another country raises its productivity in this country's export good. This is in fact a far more general result; the simple intuition is that the shift worsens this country's terms of trade. This is a useful cautionary piece, teaching us to guard against some exaggerated claims or suggestions that under globalization every day in every way everything gets better and better. However, it does not imply any support for protectionism: gains from trade are still positive, only smaller than they were before our exports faced stiffer competition.
Factor Endowments and Trade
Samuelson seems to have regarded differences of factor endowments among countries as a better explanation of trade than Ricardian productivity differences. In his first paper on factor price equalization (Samuelson 1948 (Samuelson b [1966 ), he says: "instead of relying upon such crypto-explanations as 'Yankee ingenuity' to explain patterns of comparative advantage, Ohlin would attribute America's comparative advantage in food production --a land-intensive industry --to the fact that each unit of American labor has relatively much land to work with."
The resulting two-good, two-factor model is now justly called the HeckscherOhlin-Samuelson model. His work produced two of the "four theorems of trade theory."
With Stolper (1941 Stolper ( [1966 ), he showed how changes in the international prices of goods lead to magnified changes in the domestic prices of factors, and generated unambiguous predictions about the effects of tariffs on the real returns to factors. This came to be called the Stolper-Samuelson effect. In two papers (Samuelson 1948 (Samuelson b and 1949 (Samuelson b [1966 ) he found that free trade in goods leads to complete equalization of the prices of factors, even though factors trade in separate country-specific markets, so long as the factor endowment proportions in the two countries are not too different. The question is whether the system of nonlinear equations equating the unit cost of each good being produced in a country to the world price of that good has a unique solution for the domestic input prices. This analysis of "global univalence," with more general mathematical analysis in an appendix to Samuelson (1953 Samuelson ( [1966 ), actually led to some new mathematics --a global inverse function theorem. Hahn (1983, 44-48) gives details of the developments and Mas Colell (1979) a rigorous mathematical treatment.
Samuelson also makes a purely verbal argument that gets much more directly at the economics factor price equalization, and illustrates how Samuelson's technical power and his intuition ran hand-in-hand. This is the wonderful "angel and recording geographer" device: "Let us suppose that in the beginning all factors were perfectly mobile, and nationalism had not yet reared its ugly head. ... [T] here would be one world price of food and clothing, one real wage, one real rent, and the world's land and labour would be divided between food and clothing production in a determinate way, with uniform proportions of labour to land being used everywhere in clothing production, and a smaller-but uniform-proportion of labour to land being used in production of food.
Now suppose an angel came down from heaven and notified some fraction of all the labour and land units producing clothing that they were to be called Americans, the rest to be called Europeans. ... Obviously, just giving people and areas national labels does not alter anything; it does not change commodity or factor prices or production patterns. intensities of food and clothing. But he cannot do so by following the above-described procedure, which was calculated to leave prices and production unchanged." (Samuelson 1949 (Samuelson b [1966 , 882-883).
Expressed thus, the intuition is very similar to that of spanning in financial markets (Ekern and Wilson 1974) . The efficient outcome of complete markets in ArrowDebreu contingent claims for all states of the world can be replicated by linear combinations of more familiar securities like equities and bonds, if the vectors of payoffs of the latter securities span the whole space of Arrow-Debreu contingent claims.
Similarly, when countries differ in their factor endowments, full production efficiency could be achieved by letting them trade factor services directly. But suppose they can only trade prepackaged bundles of these factors, namely those embodied in units of each of the goods. This suffices if the vectors of these bundles of factor services span the factor space. Of course this is an equilibrium concept. In finance one must find the real choices of firms to know the patterns of profits in the available securities and see if they span the full space; in trade one must solve for the factor proportions in the hypothetical equilibrium of an integrated world with international factor mobility and see if these factor bundles suffice for the purpose. There is an important difference between finance and trade: finance theory usually allows short sales of securities, while production quantities in trade must be inherently non-negative in each country. Therefore we must incorporate this restriction and allow only non-negative spanning; in the 2-by-2 model this requires that the factor proportions in the two countries should not be too different.
But the analogy captures well the economic idea that trade in goods is an indirect way of trading factor services, and generates more useful intuition than the mathematics of univalence. This approach to factor price equalization was developed for the competitive factor endowment models by Dixit and Norman (1980, 110-125, 289-291) , and was used in many other contexts including foreign direct investment by Helpman and Krugman (1985) and others.
The Stolper-Samuelson and factor price equalization papers did not actually produce the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem, namely the prediction that the pattern of trade will correspond to relative factor abundance, although the idea was implicit there. As Jones (1983, 89) says, "it was left to the next generation to explore this 2×2 model in more detail for the effect of differences in factor endowments and growth in endowments on trade and production patterns." That, plus the Rybczynski theorem which arose independently, completed the famous four theorems. Jones' own article (1965) is my favorite exposition of the complete story.
All this and much more came together in Samuelson (1953 Samuelson ( [1966 ). With any number of goods and factors, he established a duality between prices and quantities (more precisely, a reciprocity relationship linking the Stolper-Samuelson and Rybczynski effects), and studied the univalence question with any number of goods and factors. In the process, he developed tools, most notably the revenue or GDP function, that have found numerous uses in trade theory. This paper on its own clinches the link between trade theory and general equilibrium theory.
The Transfer Problem
If one country makes a transfer of income to another (in the form of a gift or reparations), will it suffer a secondary loss because its terms of trade deteriorate? This was the orthodox presumption in the debate about German reparation payments after World War I, and was supported by Keynes and others, although it was contested by
Ohlin. The arguments were based on supposed low price elasticities of demand for German exports. Samuelson (1952 Samuelson ( a and 1954 Samuelson ( a [1966 Samuelson ( ], 1971 Samuelson ( b [1972 ) clarified and simplified the issue. In a simple two-country (Germany and the rest of the world) and two-good (German exports and imports), at the initial prices, the impact effect of the transfer is to increase income in the rest of the world and lower it in Germany by equal amounts. This will lower worldwide demand for German exports if the rest of the world's marginal propensity to spend its income on the German export good is less than Germany's own marginal propensity to spend on its own export good. If this is the case, the relative price of German exports will fall --its terms of trade will deteriorate --in order to restore equilibrium, so long as the equilibrium is stable. So the relevant comparison is between marginal propensities to spend; price elasticities are irrelevant. At this level of generality there is no reason to suppose which marginal propensity is larger, so the effect is ambiguous. Samuelson then examines departures from the basic model --transport costs or trade barriers, non-traded goods or leisure creating substitution effects in supply as well as demand, and so on --under which the orthodox presumption can be rescued.
Real Exchange Rates
Official exchange rates between currencies usually fail to reflect relative prices between the countries in question. Balassa (1964) and Samuelson (1964 a) gave an explanation of this departure from purchasing power parity (PPP). They pointed out that technological progress in richer or faster-growing countries is usually stronger in their traded good sectors. This draws resources away from the non-traded goods sectors, while the higher incomes increase the demand for non-traded goods. For both reasons, the relative prices of non-traded goods rise. The real exchange rate, which captures the ratio of domestic and international price indexes, therefore exceeds the nominal exchange rate for such countries. This idea underlies the whole enterprise of PPP-adjusted income comparisons.
vii
CAPITAL AND GROWTH THEORY
Once again Samuelson (1937 Samuelson ( a, 1937 Samuelson ( b, 1939 Samuelson ( b [1966 Non-substitution theorems tell us when equilibrium relative prices are independent of demand. The Ricardian trade model is the simplest case: two goods are produced by labor alone under constant returns to scale, so the production possibility frontier is a straight line. Its technologically determined slope fixes the relative price of the two goods; the input coefficients then fix the price of labor services relative to the goods. The idea can be generalized greatly; there can be any number of goods, use of some produced goods as inputs in production of other goods, and discrete or continuous choice of techniques in the production of any or all goods. Similar theorems for steady states of economies where production takes time and there can be circulating or fixed capital are also available. The key assumptions are constant returns to scale, no joint production, and only one non-produced input (such as labor). Samuelson (1951 Samuelson ( [1966 ) stated one of the earliest of these theorems, and gave a very neat proof of it using his beloved methods of constrained optimization. Let 0 denote labor and 
subject to producing given amounts € C 2 ,C n of each of the other commodities:
Form the Lagrangian
where for symmetry of notation we take € λ 1 ≡ 1.Then the first-order conditions, necessary and sufficient because of concavity, are
Using this with 
This is a system of € 1+ (n −1)(n +1) = n 2 equations. Only the marginal product functions appear, and because of constant returns to scale they are homogeneous of degree zero in the inputs. Therefore they can be expressed as functions of input ratios alone, of which there are precisely € n 2 independent ones, for example € X ji / X 0i for i, j = 1,2,n . With some additional assumptions to ensure the independence of the equations etc., the system will have a unique solution. The system does not involve the quantities
therefore the solution must be independent of the location the point € (C 1 ,C 2 ,C n ) on the frontier of efficient net outputs. In economic terms, the best technique for producing each good is independent of the output mix.
This solution also fixes the input coefficients
Abbreviating the gross outputs by
, the net outputs become
in obvious vector-matrix notation. Similarly the labor constraint becomes
This is just the familiar Leontief system, as if the sole efficient technique for producing each good were the only one available (hence the "non-substitution"). Therefore the production possibility frontier is a hyperplane, and the coefficients multiplying the net These ideas have become pervasive in growth and capital theories, and in related macroeconomic models in fields like public finance and international economics.
Against these impressive achievements must be set the long controversy about reswitching which, in my judgment, was a waste of much first-rate brain-power on both sides of the debate. Briefly stated, the issue is this. Consider an infinite-horizon economy whose technology is defined by a feasible set € Τ of sequences of net output vectors Samuelson (1962 Samuelson ( c [1966 ) once held.
The supporting prices of a given efficient sequence form a convex cone, so a supporting price sequence that is a convex combination of two other supporting price sequences, say
for all t, with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, is itself a price sequence that supports the same efficient quantity sequence. The only problem is that the weighted average between two proportional-decline sequences of price vectors need not itself be a proportional-decline sequence; a weighted average of two present value price sequences, each of which has the same own rate of interest across commodities but the two have different such rates, need not itself have the same own rate of interest across commodities. For example, in a two-good, two period model, the price sequence "(1,2) at period 1, (0.5,1) at period 2" has a 100% rate of interest, and "(1,4),(1,4)" has 0%, but their equal-weight average "(1,3), (0.75,2.5)" is not a proportional-decline sequence. It has discount factor 0.75 (own interest rate 0.333... ) for commodity 1 and discount factor 0.8333... (own interest rate 0.2) for commodity 2. The defect is not anything fatal to the theory of efficient production plans or their supporting prices, but only to the concept of "the" rate of interest.
All this should have been clear from Malinvaud (1953) , and was later made even more abundantly clear by Bliss (1975) . But for over a decade, grown men and women got involved in long and arcane exchanges that led nowhere. Allow me to cite a personal memory. In Spring 1977 (when the debate had more or less died down), I was visiting MIT when one day at the Economics department lunch table the subject came up.
Samuelson joked that he could now reveal that all along reswitching had been a neoclassical conspiracy that kept left-wing attackers busy on a pointless technical problem when they might have done some real harm. I only wish that were true.
THE OVERLAPPING GENERATIONS MODEL
This single paper (Samuelson 1958 (Samuelson [1966 ) deserves a section of its own, because it overlaps several fields --general equilibrium theory, monetary theory, public finance, macroeconomics --and it made possible major advances in all these fields.
x
The proximate purpose of the paper was to examine equilibrium and efficiency in an economy that lasts forever, but where each individual has a finite life, and there is no single market where all can trade simultaneously. The paper also exhibits key properties of the MIT style of small purpose-built models that I mentioned above in Section 4. In reality, individual lifetimes are long, varied and uncertain, but those complications are not essential for the issue being examined. Therefore Samuelson assumes that a generation or cohort of individuals is born in each period, and each individual lives for three periods, which is the minimum needed for pure exchange trades across generations to be possible with perishable goods. Later models with storable goods or durable capital have taken this one step further and assumed two-period lives.
Suppose each three-period-lived person works to produce and earn one unit of output when young and middle-aged, and retires when old. Let 
This yields net saving functions € S 1 (R t ,R t +1 ), S 2 (R t ,R t +1 ) and S 3 (R t ,R t +1 ) . They are linked by an identity imposed by the budget constraint:
If € N t people are born at time € t , the equilibrium condition for this period is
Consider a geometrically growing population:
and try a solution with a constant interest rate: With some examples in Samuelson (1958 Samuelson ( [1966 ), and more explicitly in an exchange with Meckling (1960) (see Samuelson 1960 Samuelson [1966 ), he proves that the golden rule state can never be sustained or approached. Even the other state has instability: paths that start slightly away from it will diverge further from it. Worse, there can be multiple equilibria; even for a geometrically growing population, there can be equilibria with different constant rates of interest as well as ones with time-varying rates of interest.
Some general, albeit negative, properties can be inferred. Equilibria typically are not Pareto optimal. One may be able to increase the utility of the generation born at 
and so on. If we knew € R 1 , we could successively find € R t for t = 2,3, But we don't, so we have one degree of freedom. The solution must be completed using a terminal or transversality condition: "[T]oday's interest rate is determined simultaneously with --and not prior to --all subsequent interest rates." (Samuelson 1960 (Samuelson [1966 , 246; emphasis in the original)
Ironically in view of Samuelson's preference for concrete, application-specific models of general equilibrium, his work on this one remained at a relatively abstract level, while the model really took off in the literature only when Diamond (1965) modified it to allow fixed capital and growth, thus paving the way for applications to issues like social security, and when Azariadis (1981) , Cass and Shell (1983) and others built versions of it that enabled it to become a staple of macroeconomic models with rational expectations. xii Samuelson participated occasionally in the discussions on social security that used the overlapping generations structure. He pointed out the "beauty" of the "actuarially unsound" unfunded schemes, relying on the growth of population and productivity: "A growing nation is the greatest Ponzi scheme ever contrived" (1967) . xiii But he was very aware that the "primrose path" of such of unfunded programs becomes "strewn with thorns" if population growth slows or declines (1985, 442) .
PUBLIC ECONOMICS
In a widely circulated 1951 "memorandum for the U.S. treasury," published 35 years later, xiv Samuelson (1986 Samuelson ( b [2011 ) revisited and extended Ramsey's (1927) theory of optimal commodity taxation, derived the rule of equiproportionate reduction in the compensated demands for all goods, and set the stage for the large body of research that continued through the landmark work of Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) and beyond.
But his most important contribution in this field is undoubtedly to the theory of public goods. To quote Musgrave (1983, 141) , this theory "may be dated from June 1954, when Samuelson's 'Pure Theory of Public Expenditure' appeared. Never have three pages had so great an impact on the theory of public finance." Actually Musgrave had a related prior paper based on Lindahl's work --Samuelson cites these --but the clarity and simplicity of Samuelson's model and statement of results earned him justified credit. He established (Samuelson 1954 (Samuelson b and 1955 (Samuelson [1966 ) the Pareto optimality condition for public goods, summation of individuals' marginal rates of substitution, and its geometric equivalent, vertical summation of demand curves. He makes the connection, here and later more explicitly in Samuelson (1969 Samuelson ( a [1972 ), with the individualized pseudo-tax prices of Lindahl, as well as to Ramsey pricing related to the theory of optimal commodity taxation mentioned above.
What enabled Samuelson to achieve this clarity? It was his "small tailored model" style of focusing on the issue at hand --here that of Pareto optimality --and ignoring other aspects --here the government budget and financing the public good, and perhaps more importantly, truthful revelation of individual preferences for the public good. He was well aware of the issues, and had the right ideas about them outside of the model. For example, in an exchange with James Buchanan (Samuelson 1968 (Samuelson [1972 , 522-523), he to think of anything bigger. xvi As befits work of such importance, we have not one but two definitive accounts and assessments of this work from the person best qualified to give them, Samuelson's star student and coauthor in this field, Robert Merton (1983 and 2006) . Therefore I will merely mention a few highlights.
In Samuelson (1965 Samuelson ( a, 1971 Samuelson ( d [1972 ) and some later papers, he examined the efficient or shadow prices of assets whose payoffs come at some time in the future, and their possible relationship to prices in financial markets for such assets. The key idea was that changes over time in such prices could only occur in response to the arrival of new information (or new shocks) --any previously available information would be already reflected in the price. This idea burgeoned into the "efficient markets" and "random walk" hypotheses.
Two papers (Samuelson 1967 (Samuelson a and 1971 (Samuelson b [1972 ) concern the seemingly mundane topic of portfolio selection, but they are important definitive statements; the first establishes the desirability of diversification under very general conditions, the second brings dynamic optimization methods to the subject. And Samuelson (1967 Samuelson ( b [1972 ) is a prescient model of portfolio selection when the assets have fat-tailed distributions, a topic whose importance the profession realized much later.
His papers on warrant pricing (Samuelson 1965 (Samuelson b [1972 , Samuelson and Merton 1969 [1972] ) helped launch the whole theory and practice of derivative securities and their pricing. The appendix contributed by his mathematician colleague Henry P.
McKean Jr. gave us the technique --the high-order contact or smooth pasting condition --that is key to solving these problems. But the idea came to fruition only after Black and Scholes and Merton developed the key idea of dynamic hedging --that a riskless asset can be constructed by holding the option or warrant long and a suitable quantity of the underlying asset short, and changing the "suitable quantity" in just the right way continuously in time. The no-arbitrage condition this implies enables us to replace the subjective rate of time discount in the partial differential equation that governs the dynamics of the derivative price by the objective riskless rate of interest in the market;
that is a crucial step in bringing the procedure into the realm of practicality. Samuelson often expressed some chagrin at his own failure to see this, and called it a near-miss (Merton 2006, 285) .
Financial economics, even more than other fields like international trade, is susceptible to misunderstanding, outright error, and potentially very costly misapplication of its ideas. Probably the most egregious of these is the mistaken inference from a vague "law of large numbers" to argue that stocks are essentially riskless in the long run, and that therefore lifelong investing, for example for pensions, should concentrate on stocks most of the time. Samuelson (1969 Samuelson ( b [1972 ) already produced examples in which such behavior is not optimal, but he went on to write several further papers, both formally (for example 1997 a [2011] ) and in more practical terms (for example 1994 [2011] ). xvii At an even more basic level, he wrote several pieces for the general public (for example 1981
[2011]) giving wise basic advice on investing --diversify using mutual funds, keep fees low, home-buying is not always the best strategy, and so on.
MACROECONOMICS, MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICY
In Foundations, Samuelson (1947, 276-283) (1941 and 1942 [1966] ). And in Foundations (Samuelson 1947, Chs. X, XI and Mathematical Appendix B) he brought together this material into a masterly exposition that still repays study. Samuelson (1948 c) has a synthesis and survey of the Keyensian cross model that is still worth reading. His textbook Economics (Samuelson 1948 a) popularized the model, especially concepts such as the paradox of thrift.
Of Samuelson's contributions to macroeconomics, his paper with Solow on inflation and the Phillips curve (Samuelson and Solow 1960) probably has had the most impact and generated the most controversy. The article was widely interpreted as lending support to the ideas of a tradeoff between unemployment and inflation, and of choosing macroeconomic policies to achieve a desired or socially optimal point along this curve.
These ideas were criticized by Friedman (1968, 7-11) , and later (in even more dramatic terms) by the rational expectations school. (Friedman mentions the Phillips curve and argues against its stability and the feasibility of making policy based on it, but does not cite the Samuelson-Solow article.)
Re-reading the article, I was struck by the cautious tone of the authors, and their awareness of many criticisms later levied against the Phillips curve and others besides.
For most of the article their focus is on the statistical difficulties of distinguishing hypotheses about, and identifying causes of, inflation (demand-pull versus cost-push etc.). When in the last two pages they turn to policy matters, specifically to using demand deflating policies to reduce inflation, they clearly state that they are offering "simply our unemployment. (Samuelson and Solow 1960 , 1352 -1353 . In the face of these cautions, it would take a brave reader to read an unqualified message of a stable unemploymentinflation tradeoff in this article, but many readers seem to have done so. Perhaps their simple Figure 2 was too beguiling. One picture is worth a thousand words, and in this case their picture seems to have drowned out five hundred words of caution.
HISTORY OF ECONOMICS
Samuelson had deep knowledge of, and an abiding interest in, the history and evolution of the subject of economics. To quote Tobin (1983, 191) , "His feeling for economics as an evolving science with history and tradition is rare, all too rare, among modern economists."
At a frivolous level, we see this in his use of "freight-train" names for theories and models to ensure proper assignment of priority and credit: the Wong-Viner envelope theorem, the Heckscher-Ohlin model, and so on. In the process of discussing and naming Keynesian ideas imply a greater role for government in the economy than is believed proper by laissez-faire ideologists. However, the book also devotes considerable space and effort to explaining how markets function and how they solve the central problems of economic organization: what to produce, how to produce, and for whom to produce (Samuelson 1948 a, 35) : "a competitive system of markets and prices --whatever else it may be, however imperfectly it may function --is not a system of chaos and anarchy. There is in it certain order and orderliness. It works."
With its recognition of the value of both governments and markets, the book came under heavy criticism from both extremes of right and left. xix But most non-extreme people would agree that Samuelson had a good, balanced judgment about the relative merits of markets and governments. Neither is perfect, and each needs checks and balances from the other. Most importantly, he argued that markets cannot ensure that the economy will operate at or near its full-employment potential; that is where government policy to sustain the proper level of aggregate demand is important. However, he also argued that when this is done, markets can allocate resources to meet the various components of this aggregate demand reasonably efficiently, allowing for some distortions caused by monopolies and oligopolies, externalities and public goods.
This position is now labeled the "neoclassical synthesis," and Samuelson generally gets credit for the idea. The phrase seems to appear for the first time in the third edition of Economics (see Blanchard 2008 and Patinkin 1983, 163 ), but we find a germ of the idea in the first edition: "When there is substantially full employment, certain important economic principles are valid." (Samuelson 1948 a, 9) and "The important hard kernel of truth in the older economics of full employment can ... be separated from the chaff of misleading applications. ... [I]f modern economics does its task well so that widespread unemployment is substantially banished from democratic societies, then its importance will wither away and traditional economics (whose concern is the wise allocation of fully employed resources) will really come into its own" (Samuelson 1948 a, 10; emphasis in the original). Tobin (1983, 197-200) discusses the impact and policy implications of this idea, as well the criticisms from left and right that it attracted.
Can we trace the neoclassical synthesis any farther back? Yes; in fact to the General Theory itself (Keynes 1936 (Keynes [1978 I can speak about his classroom teaching from personal experience. Even now the memories make me smile. He always lectured at 9 a.m. We students were still fighting sleep, but he would walk in fresh, carrying freshly prepared handouts. He wrote them out on blue spirit-duplicator masters in the hour before class --some said he wrote them in his car when it was stopped at red lights --and ran off copies himself in the department's machine room. They were still damp, and smelled of duplicator fluid so strongly that one could get high on them. But our real mental high came from the material, and from
Samuelson's unique delivery.
His lectures were not the best way to learn the basics. But if we came prepared with our advance reading, he showed us subtleties and nuances of the subject in a way no one else could. We began to understand modern economic theory in the context of its origins from its leading pioneer. Most importantly, we acquired a way of thinking about economics that would last a lifetime. We learned methods and skills for research that the cut-and-dried world of the textbooks left out.
This was interspersed with memorable and funny anecdotes about famous economists. Smith, Ricardo, Marshall, Edgeworth, Keynes, Schumpeter, Irving Fisher, and above all Frank Ramsey, came alive for us in a way that taught us to respect the history of the subject and to appreciate the height of the shoulders of these giants, while Willard Gibbs, the famous mathematical physicist. Gibbs was renowned for never saying a word at Yale faculty meetings. But once when a proposal to let students choose either a foreign language or mathematics was being discussed, Gibbs spoke up: "Mathematics is a language." Samuelson made this the title-page quote for Foundations, and later (1952 b [1966] ) improved it to "Mathematics is language" (emphasis in the original). This language is particularly well suited to formulating and understanding the multidimensional complexities of economic interactions, where many entities are interconnected by bidirectional links of cause and effect, and randomness has a big role. Friedman and Henry Wallich and much sparring with Friedman. Only a few of these columns are reprinted in his collected works, but most can be found in Samuelson (1973 and 1983 c) .
CONCLUDING REMARK
Re-reading Samuelson's work for the purpose of writing this article redoubled my sense of amazement and awe. How could one man in one lifetime achieve so much (and also devote plenty of quality time to family (six children including a set of triplets!), friends, colleagues, students, and his beloved institutions --the economics profession, MIT, and its economics department)? For possible answers I can do no better than to quote Merton (2006, 293) : "First, there is his seemingly infinite capacity for problem finding and his supersaturated knowledge of just about every special sphere of economics. Second, there is his speed of problem solving together with the ability to put the solution quickly to paper with great skill, great verve, and lack of hesitation. Third, strong opinions and decisive language are characteristics of Samuelson writings, and yet it is his willingness to change his views and admit errors that makes his steadfastness on some issues so credible. Finally, although often masked by the apparent ease with which he produces, there is his diligence. Paul has always worked hard. ... Even at play, he is at work."
Frank Hahn (1983) there allowed a critical note of this or that construction, it is at least partly to avoid the pitfalls of hagiography into which any student of Samuelson's work is only too apt to fall." In this article I have fallen far into that pit, but that is perhaps appropriate for someone who was not only a student of Samuelson's work, but also a student in the direct personal sense, and during some visiting semesters, a very junior awestruck colleague. 
